Middle School
Years 8-9

Wirreanda Secondary School has a uniform that students are expected to wear at all times.

- **Polo Shirt***
  Navy polo with school logo

- **Windcheater***
  Blue with school logo

- **Dress***
  Check school dress

- **Polo Shirt***
  Navy polo with school logo

- **SSC Shirt***
  Blue with school logo

- **Cargo Shorts**
  Grey cargo shorts with pockets

- **Shorts**
  Cotton summer shorts (navy or grey)

- **Shoes**
  Enclosed school shoes or sports shoes

- **Track Pant***
  Navy track pant with school logo (micro fibre or fleecy)

- **SSC Shorts***
  Plain navy shorts, no pockets

*Specified items only available from Wirreanda Secondary School*
Wirreanda Secondary School has a uniform that students are expected to wear at all times.

**Senior Polo Shirt***
- Navy polo with school logo

**Track Pant***
- Navy track pant with school logo
  - (micro fibre or fleecy)

**Shorts**
- Cotton summer shorts
  - (navy or grey)

**Windcheater***
- Navy with school logo

**Skirt***
- School pleated skirt

**Polo Shirt***
- PE polo shirt with school logo

**PE Shorts**
- Plain navy shorts, no pockets

*Specified items only available from Wirreanda Secondary School